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THIS paper is an attempt to blend an old program of D. M. Kan with recent approaches to 
homotopical localization and completion in order to study some specific problems suggested by 
the theory of nilpotent groups about homotopy automorphism groups and genus sets of simply 
connected finite CW-spaces. 
The result of Kan that the homotopy category of free simplicial groups is equivalent to the 
usual homotopy category of CW-spaces [ 141 is well known and is the basis for several theoretical 
machines in homotopy theory, e.g. [ 111. Not as widely known is Kan’s demonstration[ 151 that for 
each simply connected CW-space X of finite type, there is a connected free simplicial group GX. 
which is finitely generated in each dimension and which represents the homotopy type of X in the 
category of free simplicial groups. Moreover, the simplicial structure of GX. is directly related to 
the cell structure of X, and GX. can be refined to be minimal in a sense analogous to choosing a 
minimal cell decomposition of the homotopy type of X. This minimal GX is then unique up to 
simplicial isomorphism[l6]. 
Since one method of homotopical completions is the Quillen[28], [29] and Bousfield- 
Kan [ 10, IV] approach of dimension-wise completion of free simplicial groups, it is natural to ask 
if the Kan minimalization program could be carried out for the simplicial groups produced in this 
manner. These groups are the generalization to the nonabelian setting of the concept of 
R-modules, namely groups with exponents in a binomial domain R. The result of this program 
would be a uniform visualization of all the various localizations and completions of the homotopy 
type of X in an algebraic setting in which classification up to homotopy type is reduced to 
classification up to isomorphism. Kan[ 171, [181 established the foundations of homotopy for such 
simplicial algebraic categories, and these are essentially all that are needed for the principal 
simplicial result of this paper. 
THEOREM A. Let X be a simply connected finite-type CW-space. For each binomial ring R 
which is a principal ideal domain, there exists a free pronilpotent simplicial R-group RGX with 
the following properties : 
(1) RGX. is minimal in that it has no proper simplicial R-subgroup of the same homotopy 
type. RGX. is unique up to simplicial R-group isomorphism. 
(2) If R is a subring of the rationals, Q, then IWRGX.1, the geometric realization of the 
simplicial classifying space of RGX., is homotopy equivalent to R-X, the Bousfield-Kan 
R-completion functor which corresponds to localizing X at R. 
(3) If R = Z,, the p -adic integers, then 1 WRGX.1 = (Z/p),X = XP, the p -profinite completion 
of x. 
Here free means free in the category of groups which are inverse limits of nilpotent R-groups. 
These simplicial R-groups are very ‘large’, but fortunately, the Curtis convergence theorem [ 1 l] 
can be used to show that for the purposes of studying the homotopy classes of maps between 
finite dimensional CW-spaces or their completions, it suffices to use large nilpotent quotients of 
RGX. Hence the applications of this paper deal with free simplicial nilpotent R-groups of 
nilpotence class c, where c is determined by the dimension of X. The first application is to the 
study of Aut(X), the group of homotopy classes of self-homotopy equivalence of X. Theorem B 
is a direct analogue of theorems of Mal’cev [21] and Auslander-Baumslag [2], [9]: (X0 denotes the 
rationalization of X [31], [ 101, [ 131): 
THEOREM B. Let X and Y be simply connected finite CW-spaces. Then 
(1) If X0 = Y,, then Aut(X) and Aut( Y) are commensurable groups. 
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(2) Aut(X,) is a linear algebraic group over Q, and Aut(X) is commensurable with an 
arithmetic subgroup of Aut(X,). Hence Aut(X) is a finitely presented group. 
Standard obstruction theory techniques uffice for the proof of part (1) of B. Part (1) is then 
used to reduce the proof of part (2) to a special case, for which the minimal simplicial group 
models of Theorem A are required. The second application is to the proof of a conjecture of 
Artin_Mazur[40]. This is a generalization of a result of Picke1[26], [27] and Bore1 [unpublished]: 
THEOREM C. Let X be a simply connected finite CW-space and define 6(X) to be the set of 
homotfpy equivalence classes of finite-type CW-spaces Y such that pP = r;6 for all primes p. 
Then G(X) is a finite set. 
This paper is organized into eleven sections, of which several are short review sections 
included for the reader. 
INTRODUCTION 
PO: Notation 
§I: Review of nilpotent group results 
02: Automorphism groups and rational equivalences 
03: Genus sets and rational equivalences 
54: Homotopy theory in simplicial categories 
95: R-groups and simplicial R-groups 
46: Minimalization 
47: Relationship between the simplicial and CW theories 
08: Lattices and the genus problem 
§9: The homotopy relation 
010: Linear algebraic groups, arithmetic groups, and Galois cohomology 
02 and 03 represent an effort to generalize directly the known nilpotent group results reviewed 
in 01. This effort is successful in that the validity of Theorems B(2) and C are shown to depend 
only on the rationalization X0 of X, and the way is pointed toward a study of the homotopy 
automorphisms of the completions of X. 94 begins the introduction of simplicial models for the 
homotopy type of X by reviewing the definitions and results of Kan[l7], [18] on homotopy 
theory in simplicial categories. §5 introduces R-groups (groups with exponents in a ring R) and 
shows that simplicial free nilpotent and pronilpotent R-groups have properties similar to 
CW-spaces. 06 contains the generalization of Kan’s minimalization to finite-type free simplicial 
R-groups as a straightforward consequence of the results quoted in §5. In 87, it it shown that free 
simplicial pronilpotent R-groups provide models for the homotopic ompletions of homotopy 
types, and that the mapping sets [R-Y, R-X] are isomorphic to loop homotopy classes of 
R-homomorphisms [RGY./T,RGY., RGX./T,RGX.] if Y is finite-dimensional and c large. This is 
a consequence of the Curtis convergence theorem. With the proof now reduced to simplicial free 
nilpotent R-groups, the techniques for the proofs of B and C can be borrowed from the outlines 
of the analogous theorems for nilpotent groups. 08 concludes the proof of Theorem C, and $9 
contains the proof of B and other observations. 010 is included as a concise synopsis of the 
results from the theory of algebraic groups needed for the proofs of B and C. 
This work began when J. Roitberg[41] introduced the author to the work of Auslander- 
Baumslag and Pickel on nilpotent groups and suggested that Quillen’s rational homotopy 
theory [28] would be useful in generalizing these theorems to homotopy theory. The first progress, 
both psychologically and mathematically, came with the proofs of what are now sections two and 
three. The (re)discovery of Kan’s lode of work[15]-1181 pointed the way to the finish, and this 
occupies the bulk of this paper. 
Thus this paper owes much to others for both ideas and techniques. The optimistic laim is 
that it combines these to prove two interesting theorems. The influence of the work of Kan and 
Quillen is clear, but equally visible is the philosophy of [311, Sullivan’s book, which shaped the 
author’s outlook and made Theorems B and C seem natural. 
After the bulk of this work was formulated, but before complete proofs were in hand, I 
learned of Sullivan’s work in this direction at the Vancouver International Congress of 
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Mathematicians. Theorem B was known to Sullivan, and the claim of the present work is 
restricted to independent proofs, if Sullivan’s approach becomes public. 
I would like to thank G. Mislin for encouragement and correspondence about this research. 
There are also several patient algebraicists othank: D. Cox, S. Shatz, and especially P. F. Pickel. 
Finally, I wish to thank my thesis advisor, David Rector, for introducing me to simplicial 
topology and thus demonstrating the power of subliminal perception. 
00. NOTATION 
In this section, we fix some notation and conventions. 
Notation 0.1. Z integers 
Q rational numbers 
Z p, integers localized at a family of primes PI 
2, p-adic integers 
Z/n integers mod n 
2 II,&, = profinite completion of the integers 
Qp field of p-adic numbers 
Af finite adeles = k@Q 
R arbitrary binomial domain containing Z, see 05 
Notation 0.2. If G is a group, IiG = [G, Ii-lG], (IIG = G) is the i-th term of the lower 
central series of G. G/12G is occasionally denoted as Gab, the abelianization of G. G is nilpotent 
of class c if I’,+lG = e. G is residually nilpotent if the intersection of the terms of the lower 
central series is [e]. 
Notation 0.3. If X is an object in some category %, Aut(X) denotes the group of 
self-equivalences in the category. If the appropriate category is not obvious, identifying prefixes 
are attached, as in the case of simplicial automorphisms versus homotopy equivalences in09. 
Notation 0.4. The notation for localization and completions of homotopy types and nilpotent 
groups follows Sullivan[31], [32] in general, but occasionally the notation of Bousfield-Kan[lO] is 
used when referring to that work. That is, Xp, = Zp,,X is the localization of X at the family of 
primes PI, and &, = (Z/p)_X’ is the p-profinite completion of X. The product I&& = X is the 
profinite completion. 
Notation 0.5. Two groups G and H are commensurable if there exists a finite string of maps 
G+. . . Gi-,+Gi+Gi+l*. . t H such that each map has finite kernel and the image has finite 
index. If G and H are f.g. nilpotent groups, this is equivalent to G, = H,. Finite presentation is
preserved by this commensurability relation. 
Notation 0.6. We reserve = for strict equality, = for isomorphism and = for homotopy 
equivalences or homotopic maps. 
Convention 0.7. All spaces and simplicial sets considered will have base points and all maps 
of spaces or simplicial sets will preserve these base points. All homotopies will preserve base 
points. 
Convention 0.8. ‘CW-space’ will mean of the homotopy type of a CW-complex. ‘Finite-type’ 
will mean of the homotopy type of a CW-complex with finitely many cells in each dimension. In 
the simply connected case, this is equivalent to the homology or homotopy groups being finitely 
generated in each dimension. By abuse of terminology, we say a p-local CW-space is of 
finite-type if its homotopy groups are finitely generated, in each dimension, over Z,. 
51. REVIEW OF THE NILPOTENT GROUP RESULTS 
The Mal’cev categorical equivalence JV~ A 
exp _Yc [21], [19], [9], and [28A] of nilpotent Lie 
algebras of class c over Q and divisible nilpotent groups of class c is the cornerstone of the 
constructions. It follows immediately that Aut(N,), for a f.g. nilpotent group N, is a linear 
algebraic group over Q, since it is isomorphic to the automorphism group of log (N,). If N is 
torsion-free, then Aut(N) is the subgroup of Aut(N,) taking N onto N, Stab(N, Aut(N,)). In the 
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special case that log(N) forms an additive lattice in log(N,), Aut(N) can be identified with 
exp(Stab(log(N),Aut(log(N,))). In general, N is a subgroup of finite index in such a lattice 
nilpotent group. Theorem 1.1 below was the motivation for Theorems B and 2.3 and Theorem 1.2 
for Theorems C and 3.9. 
THEOREM 1.1. (Auslander-Baumslag, [2]), see also Baumslag, [9]: 
(a) If N and N’ are finitely-generated nilpotent groups and N,- N& then Aut(N) and 
Aut(N’) are commensurable. 
(b) Therefore, Aut(N) is commensurable with an arithmetic group, Aut(N,), where N, is the 
lattice nilpotent group containing N as a subgroup of finite index. In particular, Aut(N) is finitely 
presented by [4], see 10.3 also. 
THEOREM 1.2. (Pickel, [26], [27]): 
(a) If N and N’ are f.g. nilpotent groups such that N,- Nb, then Aut(N) and Aut(N’) are 
commensurable. 
(b) The set 6;,(N) of isomorphism classes of f.g. N’ with Nb= N, and N’ = N is in 
one-to-one correspondence with the double coset space Aut(N)\Aut((N),)/Aut(NJ. Since 
Aut(N,) is a linear algebraic group gQ, if N is a lattice nilpotent group then this coset space is 
42\gA,/QQ and is finite by [4,5], see 10.5. Hence by a), G;,(N) is finite for any f.g. nilpotent group 
N. 
(c) The set 6(N) of isomorphism classes of f.g. nilpotent groups N’ with fi’ = N contains 
only finitely many distinct rational isomorphism classes [Borel, unpublished], see also 10.8. 
Hence 6(N) is a finite set, by b). 
~2.AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS AND RATIONAL EQUIVALENCE 
In this section we prove the result that was the motivation for introducing rational homotopy 
theory into -this research: a generalization of 1.1(a). Namely,. Aut(X) is determined up to 
commensurability class by X.,, if X is a simply connected finite CW-space. An easy corollary 
that is a preview of the later results is that Aut(X) is a finitely presented group if X is a simply 
connected finite CW-space rationally equivalent to an H-space or co-H-space; see 
Arkowitz-Curjel[ l] and Sunday [33] for earlier esults of this type. The argument proceeds below 
by first establishing a pair of lemmas which are rough analogues of ‘a f.g. nilpotent group G has 
only a finite number of subgroups of a given finite index’ 191. Then 2.3 uses these to compare 
Aut(X) to Aut(Y) for any Y rationally equivalent to X. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let F be a simple CW-space with a,(F) finite-dimensional and finite. If X and Y 
are simply connected finite-type CW-spaces, define S, to be the set of homotopy classes of maps 
h : X + Y with homotopy -theoreticfibre F. Then Aut(X) acts on SF and .%/Aut(X) is a finite set. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let M be a simply connected CW-space with H,(M, 2) finite-dimensional and 
finite. If X and Y are simply connected finite-type CW-spaces, define S, to be the set of homotopy 
classes of maps h : X + Y such that Y U Cone(h) is homotopy equivalent to M. Then Aut( Y) 
acts on S, and &/Aut(Y) is a finite set. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let X and Y be simply connected finite-type CW-spaces which are either both 
H,-finite dimensional or both a,-finite dimensional. If f: X + Y is a rational equivalence, define 
the following groups : 
(a) ACf) c Aut(X) x Aut( Y) is the set of all pairs (g, h) with f. g = h . f. 
(b) StabCf, Aut( Y)) is the image in Aut( Y) of the second projection map on Acf). 
(c) Ext(Aut(X), f) is the image in Aut(X) of the first projection map. 
Then StabCf, Aut(Y)) has finite index in Aut( Y), Ext(Aut(X), f) has finite index in Aut(X) and 
the projection maps have finite kernels. That is, all the groups above are commensurable. 
Proof of 2.3 assuming 2.1 and 2.2. If X and Y are He-finite dimensional of maximal 
dimension N, we consider their Postnikov approximations, fN: XN + Y,. Since [X, Y] = 
[X,, YN], it suffices to prove 2.3 for the case of a,-finite dimensional spaces. Let S be the set of 
all homotopy classes of maps of the form g . f. h, for the given f, and g E Aut( Y), h E Aut(X). 
Then S is a subset of SF of 2.1, for F the homotopy fibre off, and hence S/Aut(X) is finite by 2.1. 
But Aut( Y) acts on S/Aut(X), i.e., there is a map cp : Aut( Y)-+ Aut(S/Aut(X)). Then the kernel 
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of cp is exactly StabCf, Aut( Y)), which has finite index since Aut(S/Aut(X)) is a finite group. To 
show that A(j) + Aut( Y) has finite kernel, it suffices to observe that because of the finite type of X 
and the finiteness of the homotopy groups of F, there are only a finite number of lifts of the 
identity map on Y to a map of X to X. This proves half of 2.3; the remainder of the proof is dual, 
using 2.2 instead of 2.1 and the homology approximations to X and Y in the case that X and Y 
are r,-finite and not H,-finite dimensional. 
Proof of 2.1. For any h : X + Y, there is a homotopy factorization of h as X? Xh + Y 
where ih is a homotopy equivalence, ph is a fibration and ph. ih = h. ‘Chaniing 
h within a homotopy class varies Xh by a fibre homotopy equivalence over Y. 
Hence &-+f.h.e. (F+ W-+ Y) is well defined. If h and h’ give rise to the same f.h.e. class, 
and G is the f.h.e., then u = ii! . G. ih belongs to Aut(X), and h’a 2 h. Conversely, if h’u = h 
for some (T, then Xh and X,,. are f.h.e. Thus &/Aut(X)+f.h.e. (F+ W + Y) is well defined and 
manic. By the standard Moore-Postnikov argument, any fibration F + W + Y can be obtained 
up to f.h.e. as a sequence of principal fibrations with K(ni(F), i) as fibres. Hence the possible 
choices at each stage are finite in number, by the finite-type of W, and there are only a finite 
number of stages, by assumption on F. That is, f.h.e. (F + W + Y) is a finite set and hence 
S,/Aut(X) is a finite set. 
Proof of 2.2. The proof is almost exactly dual to 2.1: &/Aut(Y) can be considered as a 
subset of the cofibre homotopy equivalence classes, c.h.e. (X + W + M), and this latter set is 
finite since M has finite homology groups and X has finite type. 
COROLLARY 2.4. For the same hypotheses as in 2.3, Aut(X) and Aut(Y) are commensurable 
groups. 
Proof. The given rational equivalence f induces a homotopy equivalence XP + YP for all but 
a finite set of primes. Hence, since Aut(X) = IIAut(&), it suffices to show that Aut(&) and 
Aut( YD) are commensurable at each p. Since profinite completion preserves fibrations, Lemma 
2.1 generalizes directly. Profinite completion does not preserve cofibration sequences, even up to 
homotopy, in general, but since M has finite homology groups and hence finite homotopy groups, 
fi = M, and X + Y + h? is a cofibration sequence. Thus the proof of 2.2 also carries over to 2.4. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let X be a simply connected finite type CW-space and 
(a) Either H,(X,Z) or r*(X) is finite-dimensional and X is rationally equivalent to an 
H-space, or 
(b) H,(X,Z) is finite-dimensional and X is rationally equivalent to a co-H-space. Then 
Aut(X) is commensurable with an arithmetic group and hence is finitely presented. 
Proof. By 2.3, it suffices to prove the cases (1) X = IIK(Z, ni) and (2) X = vS”I. In case (2), 
the map Aut(X) + Aut@‘), where 9 C r,(X)/torsion is the free lie algebra on (L”,), is onto with 
finite kernel. By 10.1, Aut(X) is commensurable with an arithmetic group, Aut(9). For case (l), 
there a map Aut(X)+Aut(A), where A = H*(KIK(Z, ni), Z)/torsion is a free algebra over 
Z. Thus Aut(A) is an arithmetic group, and since Aut(X)-+Aut(A) is onto with finite kernel, 
Aut(X) is commensurable with Aut(A). By [4,7], see also 10.3, Aut(9) and Aut(A) are finitely 
presented and hence Aut(X) is also. 
To conclude this section, we show that the equivalence relation generated by rational 
equivalences on the class of simply connected finite-type CW spaces coincides with that induced 
by {X - Y if and only if X0 = YJ. Thus the hypotheses of 2.3 can be weakened to X0 = Y,. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let Xand Y be simply connectedfinite-type CW-spaces such that X0 = Y,. Then 
there exists a simply connected finite-type CW-space W with f: W + Y and g: W +X which are 
rational equivalences. If X and Y are finite CW-spaces, then W can be taken to be finite. 
Proof. We will inductively build W,, f” : W, -+ Y, g, : W, + X, and r, : W, +X, such that 
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commutes up to homotopy and P&)@Q and n*(g)@Q are isomorphisms through dimension 
n. Assume that the diagram is given for n. The first step in dimension n + 1 is to make 
n,+lCf)@Q, etc. onto. Choose a rational basis of the cokernel of r”+,(r.) which lifts to integral 
elements in P,+~(X) and r,,+,(Y). Define WA = W, visn+’ and extend fn, g,, r,, to f h, gh, rA by the 
chosen liftings of the basis of the cokernel to X and to Y. The next step is to make the kernels in 
dimension n + 1 vanish. 
There exist elements (ai) in n,,+,( WL) which span the kernel of ~,,+~(rb) @Q, and which are 
annihilated by r,+,(gh) and r”+,(J,). Then define W,,,, = WA Ui Cone(ai), and extend the various 
maps. The result is a diagram satisfying the inductive hypothesis in dimension  + 1. The same 
procedure works to build such a middle space for localization at any set of primes. Also, by a dual 
procedure, the arrows can be chosen both pointing inward. 
83. GENUS SETS AND RATIONAL EQUIVALENCE 
In this section we define a genus et G,(X) that is the analogue of G,(N) in 1.2, characterize it 
as a certain double coset space, and show that the question of its finiteness depends only on the 
rational type of X. The arguments of this section are adapted from Picke1[27], using the 
arithmetic square approach of Sullivan[31,32] to classify homotopy types. 
Definition 3.1. (Sullivan, [31]): Let X be a simply connected CW-space. The p-formal 
completion of X, Xp,, is the homotopy direct limit holim (Xi),,, where X ranges over the finite 
subcomplexes of X. The formal completion X is ho&(%). 
-i 
THEOREM 3.2 [31], [lo]: Let X be a simply connected CW-space of finite type. Then 
(a) X0 = (X), 
(b) The diagram 
is a fibre square up to homotopy, and has the property that [W, X] is the pullback of [W, X0] and 
[W, 21 over [W,(R),], if W is a finite CW-space. 
Definition 3.3. The homotopy groups of (X), = X0 are modules over Q @ 2 and hence are 
topological groups. We say that f: (J?),+(&, is P,-continuous if r*(j) is continuous. This is 
equivalent in the finitely generated case to n*(j) being a Q@& module map. Denote the 
subgroup of rr,-continuous elements of Aut((X),) as Caut((X),). Similar definitions can be made 
for the p-formal completion of X,. 
LEMMA 3.4. If f in Aut(X),) is induced from Aut(X,) or Aut(X), then f is in Caut((X),). 
Definition 3.5. (Mislin, [22]): Let X be a simply connected finite-type CW-space. 
(a) 6(X) is the set of homotopy equivalence classes of finite type Y with X = Y. 
(b) b,(X) is the subset of b(X) for which Y, ^- X0. 
(c) G(X) is the subset of G(X) for which Y, =X, for p. 
These notations and definitions were suggested by G. Mislin. Clearly, G(X) t G,(X) c 
6(X). In general, both inclusions are proper, Belfi-Wilkerson[3], Mislin, but if X is a rational 
H-space, all three sets coincide. G(X) in this case has been extensively studied[23], [351, 1361, 
1371. 
Construction 3.6. Let X be a simply connected finite-type CW-space. For B in Caut((X),), 
define X, to be the homotopy pullback of X0 f.c. (X), - (X), y ri. 
LEMMA 3.7. If C is a finitely generated abelian group, and B is in Caut(C @Q@@, then 
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is a pullback diagram, where the dotted arrows are to be found. 
Proof. It suffices to prove this for C free. But every element B of GL (n, Q @ Z) has the form 
D . E, for some D in GL (n, 2) and E in GL (n, Q). Thus the dotted arrows can be taken to be the 
usual maps composed with D-’ and E-’ respectively, and C is the pullback. 
THEOREM 3.8. The assignment B +Xe determines a one to one correspondence between 
(r),Aut(&\Caut((&,)/(f.c.),Aut(X,) and G,(X). 
Proof. By 3.7, the long exact Mayer-Vietoris homotopy sequence for 7,(X,) splits into short 
exact sequences: 0+ 7ri (X,) + 5% (2) @ m (X0) + ri (&) -0. Hence X0 = (X,), and 2 = 2~ 
because of the maps on the homotopy groups. Thus Caut((&)+ b,(X) is well defined. Varying 
B by elements of Caut((&) induced from X, or _% does not change the homotopy equivalence 
class, so the map factors through the double coset space. The squares corresponding toX, and 
Xs, also have the mapping pullback property of 2.2(b), so if h: XII +XBf is a homotopy 
equivalence, then B’ = (f.c.),(h,-‘) . B. (r),(i?), where h,: X,+X, and h: A+i are the 
homotopy equivalences induced by h. Hence the correspondence is one-to-one. It remains to 
show that Caut((&,) + e;,(X) is onto. Let Y be in 6,(X) and f : Y, + X0, g : P + 2 be homotopy 
equivalences. Then Y has the form XB for B = (i),(g). (f.c.),Cf-I). 
COROLLARY 3.9. If f: X+ Y is a rational equivalence between two simply connected finite 
CW-spaces, then f%(X) is finite if and only if 6;,(Y) is finite. 
Proof. By 2.4, Aut( P) t Au) + Au@) are commensurable groups. Clearly Aut(X,) = 
Aut( YJ and Caut((&,) = Caut(( P),). Thus the characterization of 3.8 shows that one of the 
genus sets is finite if and only if the other is. 
This concludes the topological sections of this paper. The remainder is devoted to developing 
algebraic models to study the automorphism groups which have surfaced in 92 and 03. 
$4. HOMOTOPY THEORY IN SIMPLICIAL CATEGORIES 
In this paper, we use the term ‘model for X’ somewhat informally to mean that we assign to X 
some object MX in a category with a notion of homotopy, such that [Y, X] = [MY, MX] where 
these homotopy classes of maps are calculated in the appropriate category. It is convenient to use 
simplicial models since the homotopy relation is defined directly, and we seek models MX with 
the property that if MY = MX, then MY = MX, that is, MX is minimal. The prototypes for these 
models are minimal simplicial sets and the minimal free simplicial groups of Kan[ 161 mentioned 
in the introduction. In this paper, we generalize the latter examples. 
The proof of the existence of minimal free simplicial groups uses some facts special to that 
setting: the abelianization functor F. + F./I’*F. detects homotopy equivalences (a Whitehead 
theorem), weak homotopy loop equivalences between free simplicial groups are homotopy 
equivalences, and various covering homotopy lifting-extension theorems for maps of free 
simplicial groups into fibrations hold. Earlier[l7], Kan developed the homotopy theory of 
simplicial objects over a category with sums (coproducts) and demonstrated that the free 
simplicial objects in this setting also enjoy the latter two properties, relative to the definition of 
homotopy in the particular category. We summarize these results and definitions below. For 
simplicial groups, the definitions reduce to the usual ones. 
Definition 4.1. [17], [18]. Let V be a category with sums (coproducts) and let X” be a fixed 
chosen object of %5?. m will denote the simplicial objects over %‘. 
(1) A in V is free if there exists a set M C @[X0, A] such that A = &vX”. M is a basis for 
A. 
(2) f: A *B is free if B = f(A) +Z,pX”, for some M C U[X”, B]. 
(3) B. in s is free if there exists a graded set [M,] with M, C U[X”, B,] such M, is a basis 
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for B, and [M, 1 is closed under degeneracy operations. f: B. + D. is free if f is free in each 
dimension, and the basis [i%] of f is closed under degeneracy operations. 
(4) If S is a set and B is in %?, define S @ B = ZsB, i.e., one copy of B for each element of S. 
If S. is a simplicial set, define a simplicial set S. @ B., by (S. @B.), = S. @ B, and the boundary 
and degeneracy maps term-wise. If B. is free then S.@ B. is free. 
(5) Let I. be the simplicial unit interval. Two maps fO, f,: B. + D. in S% are homotopic if there 
exists fi: I. @ B. + D. such that the composition B. + (pt) @ B. - 
eix1li I.@B.-;;-,D.isfi,for 
i = 1,2., where ei is the inclusion of a point as the first or last vertex of I. 
(6) For B. and D. in Y%‘, define the simplicial set Hom.(B., D.) by Hom,(B., D.) = 
Lf: A[n] 0 B. + D. in YVI, with the usual face and degeneracy maps. If XT denotes the constant 
simplicial object X”, Hom,(X‘Y, D.) = @‘IX“, D”], and the functor Hom.(XY, -) preserves 
homotopies. 
(7) B. in Y% is said to be fibrant (or Kan) if Hom.(X”, B.) is a Kan complex. p : E. + B. is a 
fibre map if Hom.(X?, p): Hom.(X?, E.) + Hom.(X?, B.) is a simplicial fibre map. If V has a 
terminal object Q”, then B. is fibrant if and only if B. + QY is a fibre map. 
The analogies to be made are that the free simplicial objects and maps defined above 
correspond to cofibrant objects and cofibrations respectively in the usual homotopy category. 
THEOREM 4.2. [17], [18]: Let $5’ and Y% be as in 4.1 
(1) Iff: B.+D. isafreemapandg:E. + K. is a fibre map in 9%?, then the covering homotopy 
lifting extension theorem holds : for every h : D. + E. and homotopies H: h . f = h’ and G: g . h = 
g’ such that g . H = G. (Id Of), there exists a homotopy J: h = g’such that H = J. (Id Of) and 
G =g.J. 
(2) If 4: X’I+ B. is fixed, define r”(B., 4) = P,(Hom.(XY, B.), 4). If B. and D. are free and 
Kan, then f: B. + D. is a homotopy equivalence in 9% if and only if ?mcf) is an isomorphism for 
all n. That is, the Whitehead Theorem holds for weak homotopy equivalences. 
In anticipation of the next section, we observe that if X” in V has the property that U[X”, B] 
is in one-to-one correspondence with the underlying set of B, e.g. X” = Z in the category of 
groups, X” = Q in the category of rational vector spaces, then Hom.(X’I, B.) is just the underlying 
simplicial set B. and the homotopy groups defined in 4.2.2 are the usual homotopy groups. In 
particular, if 0 is a category of groups (not necessarily with the group coproduct operation), then 
the proof of Moore [25] that the underlying simplicial set is Kan and any onto map is a fibre map 
generalise, and the homotopy groups can be obtained by Kan’s definition as equivalence classes 
of n-simplexes with all faces at the base point. 
85. R-GROUPS AND SIMPLICIAL R-GROUPS 
In this section, we define an R -nilpotent completion functor for finitely generated free groups 
which is essentially the Mal’cev completion process, and which agrees with the group comple- 
tions of Chapter Four of Bousfield-Kan[lO]. The results of 94 are then specialized to the 
categories of free nilpotent or pronilpotent R-groups. In particular, a stronger form of the 
Whitehead theorem is obtained for connected free simplicial R-groups. This section completes 
the technical prerequisites needed to carry out the minimalization of Kan for this wider class of 
simplicial groups. This section has been particularly influenced by appendix A of Quillen [28] and 
also [29] and many of the arguments are special cases of his discussion. The definition of an 
R-group below, and its properties are taken from the lecture notes of War-field [34] and Hal1[39]. 
Definition 5.1. [34]: An integral domain R is a binomial domain if and only if the 
r 
0 n 
= r(r - 1) . . . (r - n + 1)/n ! in the quotient field of R are actually in R, for all r in R and n in N. 
The rings Z, Z,, Q, Z, are binomial domains. 
Definition 5.2. [34]: A Hausdorff topological group G is an R-group if and only if there is a 
continuous map p : R x G + G, denoted as (r, g)+g’, such that the following axioms are 
satisfied: (a) g”” = g’g”, (b) (g’)” = g’“, (c) hg’h-’ = (hgh-‘)’ for all r, g and h, and(d) the partial 
products of the formal identity, the Hall-Petresco formula, g,‘, . . . , g,’ = 
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(g ,,...,gn)r72(g,,...,g")(~...7~(g,,...,g")(3... where 7k is in IkG converge in the topology of 
G to g,‘, . . . , g,’ for all gi and r. This topology is usually considered to be given by a sequence of 
subgroups Gi such that (Gi, 4) C Gi+j and G is complete with respect o this topology. 
Examples. If completeness i required, then a free group is not a Z-group. The nilpotent 
completion of F = lim (F/I’,F) is a Z-group. If N is any discrete f.g. nilpotent group, N is a 
Z-group, N, is a Z,yroup, N, is a Q-group, Np is a &-group and (Np)O is a &,-group. In fact, 
R-completions exist for any nilpotent group and binomial domain R : 
THEOREM 5.3. [Warfield, 341: 1f N is a nilpotent group and R a binomial domain, there exists a 
R-group N @ R and 4: N -+ N @ R such that if f: N --, M is any map into a nilpotent R-group, 
thenf=f’.+foranuniquef’:N@R+M. 
Thus if G is any group, we could define its R-nilpotent completion RG as RG = 
lim ((G/I,G)@ R). In the case that G is a finitely generated free group, the Magnus algebra 
a;proach to completion is direct and more easily visualized[l9], [20] [21] [28A]. Suppose that 
Z CR and define R[[G]]=R[[x,,..., x,]] to be the formal power series ring in n- 
noncommuting variables. That is R[[G]] is the completion of the tensor algebra on a free 
R-module of rank = rank G with respect o powers of the ideal of elements with constant erm 
zero. G is embedded in R[[G]] as the multiplicative subgroup of [l + R[[G]]I generated by 
[l + xi]. Define UG to be the entire set [l + R[[G]]], where R[[G]] is the ideal of power series 
with zero constant erm. Then UG is a complete topological group with respect o the topology 
generated by taking 11 + (R [[G]])“] as a basis of neighborhoods of the identity. Moreover, the 
binomial formula, 
(l+x)‘=iO(Jxn foranyxinR 
defines an action of R on UG. Properties (a) and (b) of 5.2 are easily verified. Properties (c) and 
(d) also hold by a term by term inspection of the power series. Thus UC is a R-group. Define RG 
to be the intersection of all the closed R-subgroups of UG that contain G. The lower central 
series terms used below are the closure of the usual central series terms in RG. A recent result 
of Bousfield shows that for G f.g., the ordinary lower central series terms are closed. 
LEMMA 5.4. [19], [20]: Let G be a f.g. free group. 
(a) I,G = (1 +Z[[Gl1”) n G if G is free. 
(b) (lY,GII’.+,G)@ R = (T,,RGIr.+,RG). 
(c) T,RGIr,+,RG is a functor of RGIT2RG. 
(This is the n-th homogeneous summand of the free R-Lie algebra (graded) on RGab.) 
(d) RG = l&n (RG/T,RG) as R-groups. 
Definition 5.5. RG is the pronilpotent R-completion of G, and R’G = RGII’,,,RG is the 
c-nilpotent completion of G. Define NCR (PNR) respectively to be the category of groups which 
are c -nilpotent (pronilpotent respectively) completions of finitely generated free groups. The 
morphisms in each case are to be R-maps. There is a coproduct in NCR defined as NbM = 
((N*M)/T,+,(N*M) x R). The coproduct in PNR is the inverse limit of the coproducts of the 
nilpotent quotients. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let G be a finitely generated free group. 
(a) With respect to the choice X” = R, RG is free in PNR and R”G is free in NCR in the sense of 
4.1.1 
(b) N = PNR [R, N] for any PNR group N, and N = NCR [R, N] for any N in NCR, where the 
equalities are as sets. 
Definition 5.7. If F is free in PNR or NCR, a basis of F is a basis in the sense of 4.1.1. 
However, there exist elements of F, [ai ] corresponding to11 + xi 1 in the Magnus algebra such that 
any set map from [ar] into a PNR group or NCR group extends to a unique R-map from F into 
the R-group. 
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LEMMA 5.8. If R C Q, then for G a fg. free group, the RG defined here is isomorphic to the Fti 
of Chapter Four of Bousfield-Kan [IO]. 
LEMMA 5.9. If F is a f.g. free group and R = 2,, then RF as defined here is the Z/p completion 
of F as defined in [IO], and the p-profinite completion of Quillen [29] and Serre [30]. 
Proof of 5.8 and 5.9. By [(2), IV, 10, iii], Fe =@~I(F/I’,F)~ for all F and R. Hence 5.8 is 
immediate, since the localization functor on nilpotent groups is unique. For 5.8, it suffices to show 
that our definition agrees with p -profinite completion for f.g. free nilpotent groups. But for a free 
nilpotent group, (f,F),^ = T,& so induction on the lower central series, using the fact that the 
definitions agree for free abelian groups, proves this. 
LEMMA 5.10. If F and G are free PNR or NCR groups of the same finite rank, then f: F + G is 
an isomorphism if and only if fab: F/T2F + G/I’*G is an isomorphism. 
Proof. If f is an isomorphism, then fob is onto and hence an isomorphism. If fab is an 
isomorphism, then (jab);: TiF/Ti+lF +TiG/Ti+lG is an isomorphism for all i >O, by 5.4(d). 
Hence fi : FITiF + G/riG is an isomorphism for all i > 0. Hence f ! l@ FITiF + l@ G/IiG is an 
isomorphism, and so is f. 
THEOREM 5.11. If F. and G. are connected free simplicial PNR or NCR groups, then an R-map 
f: F.+ G. is a homotopy equivalence if and only if fob: F./T*F.+ G./T2G. is a homotopy 
equivalence. 
Proof, By Kan[l8], since the abelianization functor in dimension n depends only on 
dimension , it preserves homotopies. Hence if f is a homotopy equivalence, fab is a homotopy 
equivalence. Assuming that fob is a homotopy equivalence, it suffices by 4.2.2 to show that f is a 
weak homotopy equivalence. But since fob is a homotopy equivalence, fi : TiF./Ti+,F. + 
TiG./Ti+,G. is a homotopy equivalence, by the functorality argument of Kan[l8]. By the long 
exact homotopy sequence for the fibrations TiF./Ti+,F. + F./Ti+, F. + F./TiF. and the five lemma, 
this completes the proof of the NCR case. If F. is in PNR, one must use the short exact sequence 
of Quillen[28] for the homotopy groups of the inverse limit of a tower of group fibrations: 
O+lim’ (rq+,(G./TiG.)) + Pi (G.) + l&n (TV (G./I’,G.)) + 0 
The end maps are isomorphisms as above, so the five lemma implies f is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. If one assumes the Curtis convergence theorem at this point, this argument is 
unnecessary. 
Thus the R-completion assigns to each f.g. connected free simplicial group a free simplicial 
R-group, and the construction is universal for maps into simplicial R-groups. Homotopy 
equivalent free simplicial R-groups are detected by their abelianizations. One important detail to 
note about 5.11 is the requirement that f be an R-map. For the rings 2, and subrings of the 
rationals, this is automatic; for rings such as R, C, and 0, it is necessary. 
$6. MLNIMALIZATION 
The basic elements needed to carry out the minimalization program for connected free 
simplicial nilpotent or pronilpotent R-groups are now in hand. The proof of 6.2 below consists of 
checking this; we include a sketch of Kan’s proof [ 161 for the reader. The proof of 6.3 in our 
setting is slightly simpler than the original, due to 5.10. For the purposes of Theorems B and C, 
Kan’s original proof of 6.2 combined with the easy part of 6.6 is suficient, since if F. is minimal 
and .7r,(F./T2F.) = H,+,(X, Z) is torsion-free, then all the needed nilpotent completions of F. are 
also free minimal simplicial groups. Assume that R is a principal ideal domain for the remainder 
of this section. 
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Definition 6.1. Let F. be a connected f.g. free simplicial PNR-group or NCR -group. F. is 
minimal if F. has no contractible free factor other than the trivial one. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let F. be a connected f.g. free simplicial PNR or NCR -group. Then F. has a free 
factorization F. = C.bM. such that C. is contractible and M. is minimal. jM: M.--f F. and 
pM: F. + M. are homotopy equivalences. 
THEOREM 6.3. If F. and G. are connected f.g. minimal free simplicial PNR or NCR -groups, and 
f: F. --) G. is a homotopy equivalence, then f is homotopic in YPNR or YN’R to an isomorphism. 
If f is onto, then f is an isomorphism. 
The minimal chain complex (0 + Z i Z --, 0) and the self-map of degree 5 show that in general f 
is only homotopic to an isomorphism. Under torsion-freeness assumptions on v,(F./T~F.), 6.8 
improves this. 
The program begins with the abelian case, which is equivalent o studying free chain 
complexes. 
LEMMA 6.4. Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 hold in the special case of connected free simplicial 
N’R -groups, i.e., for free simplicial R-modules. 
Proof. Let A. be a free simplicial R-module. Then A. has a simplicial basis !?I over R such 
&x = 0 for all nondegenerate x in 2I,, 0 s i < n. Hence the associated normalized chain complex 
n-1 
[(NA)., d,] = [ rl ker(&), a,] is a direct summand of A. and its closure in A. under the 
i=o 
degeneracy maps is just A.. 6.4 can now be proved for free R-chain complexes as in [ 141, using 
the fact that R is a PD. But a minimal-contractible d composition of NA induces one of A, so 
this completes the lemma. 
COROLLARY 6.5. (a) If C and C’ are free minimal R-chain complexes, and H,(C) and H,(C’) 
are free R-modules, then f, g : C’ + C are chain homotopic if and only if f = g. 
(b) Zf A. and A.’ are minimal free simplicial R-modules such that a,(A.) and r,(A.‘) are 
torsion-free f.g. R-modules, then f, g: A.’ + A. are homotopic if and only if f = g. 
Proof. C = H,(C) since all the diflerentials are trivial. Hence f = ZZ,cf) = H,(g) = g if f and g 
are chain homotopic. For part (b), a,(A.) = H,(NA) and since NA contains all nondegenerate 
basis elements of A., f = g by (a). 
The key idea of Kan’s proof [16] is to convert to the abelian case, solve the problems there, 
and then lift the solution back to the general case. Lemma 6.6 below is then actually the proof of 
6.2. 
LEMMA 6.6. F. is minimal if and only if F./T2F. is minimal. 
Proof. By section five, F./T2F. is a free simplicial R-module (N’R-group). Hence, if 
F. = M.K. is a minimal-contractible d composition of F., then M./T,M @ C./r&. is a decompos- 
ition of F./T,F., and C./r,C. is contractible, by 5.11. Thus if F. is not minimal, then F./T2F. is not 
minimal. This completes the easy part of the proof of 6.6. The remaining half is actually the proof 
of 6.2, since the procedure is to go from a minimal-contractible d composition of the 
abelianization to such a decomposition of F..: The steps are, following[16]: 
(a) Choose a simplicial R-basis !?I of A. = P./.IT2F. such that ‘?I n N. = YI and % n D. = $2 are 
simplicial R-bases for the minimal and contractible components respectively. 8 may be chosen 
so that it is CW, i.e. &x = 0 for 0 s i < n for every nondegenerate x in ‘8.. Choose SE! such that the 
nondegenerate elements are in pairs (x, &y) 
(b) Lift this basis ‘Ql to a CW basis 3 of F. 
(c) Adjust the CW basis 5 so that the simplicial subgroup M. generated by p-‘(%) fl 8 and 
the simplicial subgroup C. generated by p-‘(B) tl 3 have precisely these sets as simplicial bases. 
The problem in doing this is to ensure that any boundary of a generator in dimension II lies in the 
subgroup generated by the previously chosen generators of dimension - 1. If the basis 3 is 
assumed to satisfy this through dimension It, the deviation for generators in dimension + 1 lies 
in the commutator subgroup of the n-skeketon of F., and there are technical arguments [p. 544, 
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161 for each case, C. and M. to allow new basis elements to be chosen in dimension + 1. We do 
not repeat hese arguments here, but note that the necessary lemmas and propositions of [ 161 are 
3.5, 3.6 5.3, 5.4, and 5.2. In our nilpotent or pronilpotent setting, 3.5 and 5.3 of [16] are stated in 
sufficient generality. Items 3.6,5.4,5.2 and 5.5 of [16] pertaining to changing from one CW basis 
to another, and the existence of CW bases follow directly from the proofs of [16] and a 
restatement of 5.10 which allows bases to be detected on the abelian level: 
LEMMA 6.7. Let F. be a f.g. free PNR group or NCR group. Then the set [x1, . . . , x,] is a basis 
of F if and only if [p (xl), . . . , p (x,)] is a basis of FITIF. 
This is not true for ordinary free groups; see p. 350 of [20] for an counterexample. Using 6.7 
the elements constructed as CW basis elements in [16] are seen to be in fact a basis in our setting. 
The final comment is that for the proof of condition (c) [p. 544,161, the Whitehead theorem for 
connected free simplicial groups is used; our 5.11 replaces this. 
Proof of 6.3. Let f: F. + G. be given. There is the commutative diagram 
f 
F. - G. 
I P I P’ 
F.ITzF. % G./T2G. 
where G./12G. is a fibration in YPNR or YN’R by 4.3.2. By 6.4, fob is homotopic to an 
isomorphism g. Hence the diagram 
F. - G. 
f 
homotopy commutes. By the homotopy extension covering theorem 4.2.1, there is an f’ 
homotopic to f such that g 0 p = p ’ 0 f ‘. By 5.10, f’ is thus an isomorphism, since its abelianization 
g is an isomorphism. If the original f is onto, then fab is onto, and by the Hopfian property of f.g. 
free R-modeles, is an isomorphism. Again 5.10 implies that f is an isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 6.8. If f: F. --) G. is a homotopy equivalence of f.g. connected free minimal 
simplicial PNR-groups or NCR-groups, and q,(F./T,F.) is a free R-module, then f is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof. From 6.5, fob is an isomorphism, so by the above argument, f is an isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 6.9. Let F. be a connected f.g. minimal free simplicial group such that n,(F./TzF.) 
is torsion -free. Then RF. and R “F are minimal free simplicial PNR -groups or NCR -groups, for R 
any flat binomial domain. In particular, if F. = GX., is the Kan minimal free simplicial group 
associated to a simply connectedfinite-type CW-space Xsuch that H,(X, Z) is torsion-free, then 
RGX. has this property. 
Proof By 5.4, RF./TzRF. = R ‘F./I’zRF. = (F./TzF.) @ R. Hence r,(RF./TrRF.) = 
H,(N(RF./T2RF.)@ R) = n,(F./T2F.)@R if R is flat. Hence the homotopy groups of the 
abelianization of RF. are free if those of the abelianization of F. are, and thus since F./TzF. is 
minimal, RF./T,RF. is also. By 6.6, RF. is minimal. The statement about GX. follows from the 
fact that r,(F./TzF.) = H,+,(X, Z). 
As mentioned earlier, 6.9 and 6.8 are all that are needed from this section for the proof of 
Theorems B and C, but the additional checking required to ‘prove’ 6.2 is small enough to justify 
its inclusion. 
$7. RELATIONSHIP TO THE CW-THEORY 
$5 introduced free simplicial R-groups, with the implication that these would be used as 
models for the homotopy type of the various completions of finite-type simply connected 
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CW-spaces. In this section, we justify this by demonstrating that X0== Y, if and only if 
QGX. = QGY. and that [Y,, X,] = [QGY., QGX.], where the latter set of homotopy classes of 
maps is calculated in 9PNR. Similar statements hold for the localizations and profinite 
completions of X. Since the proof uses the universal property of these completions with respect 
to homology isomorphisms, there is no immediate interpretation of, for example CGX. in the 
homotopy category, because this does not occur as a homology completion. The remaining part 
of this section is the proof that for the purposes of studying the homotopy classes of maps from a 
finite complex into X, it suffices to use a large nilpotent quotient of GX. This uses the covergence 
theorem of Curtis [1 l] relating the homotopy groups of a free simplicial group to its nilpotent 
quotients, and an obstruction theory argument reminiscent of CW complexes. GX. in the 
following denotes the connected free f.g. simplicial group associated to a simply ionnected 
finite-type C W-space X. 7 
THEOREM 7.1. (Bousfield-Kan, [lo]): Let X be a simply connected finite-type &space. 
(a) If R is a subring of Q, then WRGX. = RSX., where SX. is the singular complex of X. 
(b) If R = Z,, then WZ,GX. = (Z/p)SX. 
Proof. By 5.8 and 5.9, for these cases, the completions used here agree with those of Chapter 
Four of [lo], and the main result there is our 7.1. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let X and Y be simply connected finite-type CW-spaces. 
(a) [X0, Y,] = [QGX., QGY.] and [X,,, Yp] = [Z,GX., Z,GY.] where the first set of each pair is 
calculated in the CW sense, and the last in 9’PNR. 
(b) X0 == Y, if and only if QGX. = QGY. 
(c) XP = YP if and only if &,GX. = &GY. 
Proof. (a) By Kan[ll.l, 151, [ WGX, WRGY.] = [G’ WGX., RGY.] = [GX., RGY.] = 
[RGX., RGY.]. Here G’ denotes the simplicial loop functor from reduced simplicial sets to free 
simplicial groups. The second equality is true since GX. free implies G’ WGX. = GX. The third 
equality follows from the universal property of RGX. for maps of GX. into R-groups. Thus the 
first line is valid for any R. The remaining steps use 7.1 and hence properties of homology 
completion functors. Namely, ORGY. = R,SY., SO [@Gx., tiRGY.]= [kkix., R,SX.] = 
[R,WGX, RSX] = [RSX., RSYI. (b) and ( c now follow from (a) and the fact that in all the ) 
categories considered, weak homotopy equivalences are homotopy equivalences. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let F. and G. be connected finite-type simplicial groups. If G. has no 
nondegenerate basis elements of dimension > n, there exists c = f(n) such that 
(a) [G., F.]+[G., F./T,F.] is an isomorphism. 
(b) [G., RF.]-, [G., R’F.] = [R’G., R’F.] for all R. 
Proof. By the convergence theorem of Curtis[ll], [ 121 (see also [29]), T,F. is I+ log* (c) 
connected. Hence in the fibration T,F. + F. 2 F.IT,F., p is log2 (c) + 1 connected. Assume that c 
is choosen such that n + 1 < log? (c). The standard CW obstruction theory techniques then show 
that any f: G. -+ F./T,F. has a unique lift up to homotopy. G. has a CW simplicial basis with no 
nondegenerate generators above dimension n. The k-skeleton of G., G.’ is the simplicial 
subgroup generated by the nondegenerate basis elements of dimension k or smaller. Assume that 
f: G. + F.IT,F. has been lifted to f’: G.’ --, F.. For any nondegenerate basis element x of &+,, 
&x = e and &+,x = a, for 0 s i < k + 1. Thus Lf(a)] = [O] in rk(F./T,F.) and V’(a)] is a homotopy 
class in rk(F.). Since p* is manic in this range u’(a)] = [O] in rk(F.), i.e. there exists y with 
&y = e for 0 c i < k + 1 and i?k+ly = f’(u). Extend f’ to x by f’(x) = y. Doing this for each such x 
extends f’ over the (k + 1)-skeleton of G., since G. is free. 
A similar proof establishes the uniqueness of the lift up to homotopy. Suppose f, g: G. + F. 
and a homotopy off to g has been constructed on the k-skeleton of G. By the homotopy lifting 
theorem, 4.2.1, we can assume f = g on G.‘. Then for any x in @k+l, 
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58. LATTICES AND THE GENUS PROBLEM 
One of the crucial technical ingredients in the proofs of 1.1 and 1.2 for nilpotent groups is the 
concept of a lattice nilpotent group as a middle ground between N and its rationalization. The 
first observation below is that the construction of a lattice nilpotent group associated to N can be 
made functorial, and hence extends to simplicial nilpotent groups. The proof of Theorem C then 
follows from the results of section seven and the outline of the proof of 1.2, due to Pickel[26], 
[27] and Bore1 [unpublished]. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let N be a finitely generated nilpotent torsion-free group of class c. Define 
NL C NO as the intersection of all the lattice subgroups of NO that contain N. Then, if f: N + M is 
any homomorphism, and fO: No+ MO the induced homomorphism, fO(NL) c ML. 
Proof. By Moore[24] or Baumslag [4.1], 191, the set of such lattice subgroups i  nonempty, 
and hence Nr_ and ML are well defined. Let f” be the induced map, frr: log (No) -+log (MO). Since 
f”(log (N)) c log(M) in log (MO), f”(log (N)) C log (ML) and f”(log (NL)) c log (ML.). Thus 
fo(NL) c ML. 
COROLLARY 8.2. Any automorphism of N extends to a unique automorphism of N,. Therefore, 
Aut(N) = Stab(N, Aut(NL)). 
Proof. Let f: N + N be the automorphism. By 8.1, fO(NL) C N,. By the minimality of NI_, 
fO(NL) = NL. Thus f,]Nr is manic and onto and is an automorphism of NL. 
COROLLARY 8.3. Let N. be a f.g. free simplicial nilpotent group of class c. There exists a f.g. 
simplicial nilpotent lattice group N=. such that 
(a) N. has finite index in NL. in each dimension 
(b) SimpAut(N.) has finite index in SimpAut(N=.) and 
(c) for any prime p, SimpAut((N.),) has finite index in SimpAut((NL.),), and for p > c, 
(k), = #I_ ),. 
Proof. By assumption N. has a simplicial basis with no nondegenerate elements above some 
dimension . Then NL. defined dimension-wise by 8.1, while not free, is finitely generated with 
only degenerate generators of dimension greater than n. By Baumslag[91, a finitely generated 
torsion-free nilpotent group has only a finite number of subgroups of a given finite index. Hence 
SimpAut(N.) C Stab(N., SimpAut(N=.) has finite index, since the number of simplicial sub- 
groups of N,. of the same index in each dimension as N. is bounded, and an argument similar to 
2.3 applies. For part (b), a similar esult of Pickel[27] states that a f.g. 2, -nilpotent group has only 
a finite number of 2, -subgroups of a given finite index, so the same type of argument holds. The 
second part of (c) follows from the proof in Baumslag[9] of the existence of lattice nilpotent 
groups. 
Definition 8.4. Define Simp &;,(N.) to be the simplicial isomorphism classes of f.g. M. with 
(M.), = (N.), and &f.., = N.., for all p. 
THEOREM 8.5. Simp &,(N.) is a finite set if N. has no nondegenerate generators above a given 
dimension n. 
Proof. Simp &(N.) is in one to one correspondence with the double coset space 
SimpAut((N.))\SimpAut((N.),,)/SimpAut(NO.), where SimpAut((N.)J is the subset of 
&, SimpAut((&.!,),) such that all but finitely many coordinates of any point are actually in some 
SimpAut(N..,). By 8.3 (c), it suffices to prove that this set is finite for the case N,.. But here, 
SimpAut((N.),) is a linear algebraic group over Q (see PlO), and the set has the form %\%,/%, 
which by Borel[S] is finite, see also 10.4 and 10.5. 
COROLLARY 8.6. [Theorem C]: If X is a simply connected finite CW-space, then 6&X) is a 
finite set. 
Proof. By 3.9, we can assume that H,(X, Z) is torsion-free, since there exists X’ rationally 
equivalent o X with torsion-free homology. Hence, if N. is the connected f.g. minimal free 
simplicial nilpotent group of class c representing the homotopy type of X (for maps of 
n-dimensional complexes into X), see 96 are 97, then (N.),, (Np.)O and ND. are also minimal, by 
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6.9. Any Y in &(X) has a model M. with similar properties, since H,( Y, 2) is also torsion-free. 
Hence by section seven, M. is in Simp d,(N.). On the other hand, for any Y such that the 
corresponding M. is in Simp &(N.), Y belongs to d,(X). Thus 6,(X) can be considered asubset 
of Simp G,(N.) and is finite. 
THEOREM 8.7. e(X) contains only finitely many distinct rational homotopy types. 
Proof, By $7, it suffices to show that Simp &(N.) contains only finitely many distinct rational 
isomorphism classes of simplicial groups. This is equivalent to showing that there are only finitely 
many rational isomorphism classes of simplicial lie algebras 2’. with Z! @ & = log (N,.) @ 0, 
for all p. Since SimpAut(log (No.)) = SimpAut(N,.) is a linear algebraic group over Q, the 
argument of 10.8 shows that there are only finitely many distinct isomorphism classes of such S! 
and the conclusion follows. 
Both 8.6 and 8.7 can be generalized to the case of almost all primes. That is, define C&(X) to 
be the set of (P - S)-local spaces, up to h.e., for which pp-, = &, for any finite set of primes S. 
We also point out that for all sufficiently large sets S, this genus set is described exactly as the 
double coset space corresponding to its lattice nilpotent group NL., since for p > c, N. and NL. 
are p-equivalent. 
$9. THE HOMOTOPY RELATION 
In this section we continue our study of Aut(X) and Aut(XJ. By the results of the previous 
sections, Aut(X,,) can be identified with the group of loop homotopy equivalence classes of 
self-equivalences of a f.g. minimal free simplicial N”Q-group, N,., for an appropriate c. We 
study the set of simplicial morphisms between two such simplicial groups and in the special case 
of automorphisms, we obtain information on the homotopy relation. 
At this stage, some additional terminology is useful: an afine scheme 2 over Q is a 
representable functor from the category of finitely generated algebras into Sets, and an afine 
group scheme G over Q is a representable functor from finitely generated Q-algebras into Groups. 
That is, if A is a finitely generated Q-algebra, there is a f.g. Q-algebra SSP such that 
Z(A) = Ho~_~&&, A) and there is a f.g. Q-Hopf-algebra SG for which G(A) = Honh.&S%, A). 
These horn sets are the A -valued points of X or 3. We will be working with the Q-valued points 
of E?‘, Z(Q). The concepts of affine group schemes and linear algebraic groups over Q are 
equivalent (Bore& [6]), and will be used interchangeably. Morphisms between affine schemes 
correspond to morphisms of the coordinate rings (e.g. &), and a closed subscheme isdetermined 
by a quotient of the coordinate ring Sa. 
We outline the proof below. First, the group of simplicial automorphisms of N,., Sim- 
pAut(N,.) is shown to be the Q-valued points of an affine group scheme B over Q, while the 
subgroup of SimpAut(N,.) = S(Q) consisting of the elements which are homotopic to the identity 
is shown to be the Q-valued points of a closed subgroup scheme Z of $4, and is normal. By 
Bore[6], there is a quotient affine group scheme S/X. We have Aut(X,) = HAut(N,.) = 
3(Q)/%‘(Q) by the definitions, and after showing that H is an unipotent group, a Galois 
cohomology argument shows that (Y/&“)(Q) = Y(Q)/&“(Q). Finally, the lattice nilpotent simpli- 
cial group associated to the nilpotent group model of X is used to relate Aut(X) to Aut(X,). 
Definition 9.1. For M. and N. free simplicial NCR-groups, let Simp”[M., N.] denote the set of 
simplicial R-maps from the n-skeleton of M., to N.. If M. has no nondegenerate basis elements of 
dimension greater than n, this is Simp[M., N.]. For such M., 1. @ M. has no nondegenerate basis 
elements of dimension greater than n + 1, so Simp”“[I. @ M., N.] = Simp[l. @ M., N.]. 
PROPOSITION 9.2. Let M,. and N,. be f.g. free simplicial N”Q-groups. Then for all n > 0, 
(a) Simp” [M,., N,.] can be regarded as the set of Q-valued points of an afine scheme over Q. 
That is, there is a f.g. Q-algebra S such that Simp”[M,., No.] = Hoa..,JS,Q]. 
(b) SimpAut(N,.) can be identified with the Q-valued points of an afine group scheme 3. 
Proof. It is convenient to work with the rational Lie algebras, log (MO”) and log (N,“.). Any 
morphism f: log (M,“.) + log (N,“.) is given by a matrix after a choice of vector space bases is 
made. This matrix has entries X(/C, i, j) for 0 < k sn, O<icdimlog(M,+) and O<j< 
dim log (N,,t). There are relations among the X(/C, i, j) since f is a simplicial homomorphism. For 
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example, if the boundary operators of log (No.) and log (MO.) are represented by matrices D(s, k) 
and D’(s, k), 0 =G s < k, then there is a relation D(s, k)X(k, i, j) - X(k - 1, i, j)D’(k, s) = 0. Here 
juxtaposition denotes matrix multiplication. There are similar elations arising from f commuting 
with the degeneracy operations. The Lie products are specified by constants A (k, s, t, u) for s, t, 
u ranging over the vector space basis of log(N,.) in dimension k, and similarly for log(M,.). 
Since f is compatible with these products, we have relations of the form 
z Wk, u, w)A (k, s, 6 w ) - 1 x Xk, m, j)X(k P, 4)A ‘(k i, 4, u) = 0 
I 9 
for all possible (k, s, t, u). Define Q[X(k, i, j)] to be the polynomial algebra generated by the 
indeterminants X(k, i, j) for 0 < k s n and appropriate (i, j). Let J be the ideal generated all the 
polynomials in the relations above and define 
S = Q[X(k, i, i)l/J. 
Then a homomorphism from S to Q is an assignment to each X(k, i, j) of a rational number in 
such a way that the relations generating J are fulfilled. This defines a unique map between the 
rational simplicial ie algebras, and conversely, such a map assigns a value to the X(k, i, j) 
consistent with .f = 0. 
This assignment of S to Simp” [M,., No.] is functorial up to isomorphism class. The changes 
necessary for the automorphism case are few: one adjoins the variables Y(k) and relations Y(k) 
Det(X(k, i, j) = 1 for 0 < k s II. The coproduct is defined using composition of automorphisms. 
In view of 9.1 and 9.2, to study the homotopy relation we have the diagram (**) Simp”“[l. @ 
MO., No.1 - d,,d, Simp”“[M,., N,.] and f = g if and only if f E d,&‘(g). Since (**) is induced 
from a similar diagram of affine schemes and morphisms, it is natural to seek a quotient object in 
the category of affine schemes to represent the homotopy classes of maps between M,. and N,.. 
Since there are no general theorems to prove the existence of such a quotient object, the problem 
appears difficult. We treat here only the case of automorphism groups. 
Let M,. = N,. have dimension it < ~0. Then HAut(N,.) = SimpAut(N,.)/d,4-‘(Id), where 
did,-’ is the subgroup of automorphisms homotopic to the identity. 
PROPOSITION 9.3. There is a closed normal subgroup scheme over Q, &“, of (9 such that 
did,-‘(Id) =X(Q). 
Proof. Let Spec S, and Spec S denote the affine schemes corresponding to Simp”“[I.@ 
N,., W,.] and Simp”“[N,., No.] respectively, and d,, d, denote the morphisms inducing those of 
(**). (4 is a closed subscheme of Spec S and hence d,-‘G is a closed subscheme of Spec S,. That 
is, the coordinate ring of do-‘G is a quotient of S,. Also, d,-‘(Id) is a closed subscheme of d,-‘G. 
By the theorem of Chevalley[6,10.2], &” = did,-‘(Id) is a constructible subset of (4. Since it is a 
subgroup, it is a closed subgroup scheme by [6, 1.3(c)]. 
A theorem of Hal1[38,3.7] asserts that if F is a f.g. free nilpotent group of class c, then the 
subgroup of Aut(F) which induces the identity element of Aut(Fab) is a nilpotent group. We 
require an analogue in our setting. 
PROPOSITION 9.4. Let N. be a f.g. free simplicial N’Z-group or N’Q-group. Then 
(a) The subgroup of SimpAut(N.) which induces the identity map on Nob. is nilpotent. In fact, 
if is unipotently represented in Aut(Log (No.)). 
(b) If N. is minimal and n*(Nab.) is torsion-free, then the subgroup of SimpAut(N.) or 
HAut(N.) which induces the identity map on 7~*(N~b.) is nilpotent. 
Proof. If r*(Nab.) is torsion-free and N. is minimal, then N.,. = 7~*(N~b.). Thus (a) implies (b). 
If f: N. + N. induces Id: N,,. + Nob., then f+: I’iN./I’i+lN. TiN./Ti+lN. is also the identity. 
Therefore (log cf) -Id)” = 0 mod r, log (N,.) and (log cf) - Id)‘+’ = 0. But any group with a 
faithful unipotent representation is nilpotent, so we are done. 
THEOREM 9.5. Let Y and 2 be as defined above. Then there is an afine group scheme (41%’ over 
Q such that HAut(N,.) = (Y/Z’)(Q) = Q(Q)/%‘(Q). 
Proof. From the discussion, we have HAut(N,.) = g(Q)/%‘(Q). By Borel[6,6.81, the quotient 
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of an affine group scheme over Q by a closed normal subgroup scheme defined over Q is again an 
affine group scheme over Q. That is, Y I&” exists. The coefficient sequence for Galois cohomology 
[Serre, 301 
l~&“(Q)~Y(Q)~(Y/&“)(Q)~H’(Gal(Q/Q),X). . . 
is an exact sequence of groups and pointed sets. Therefore, if H’(Ga1 (a/Q), &“) = 0 (the 
basepoint), then (Y I&“)(Q) = Y(Q)/&“(Q). S ince &” is unipotent, this cohomology set is trivial 
[Serre, 301, and the conclusion follows. 
THEOREM 9.5’. Let X be a simply connected finite CW-space. Then Aut(X,) is the set of 
Q-valued points of a linear algebraic group over Q. 
COROLLARY 9.6. IfX is a simply connectedfinite CW-space, then Aut(X) is a finitely generated 
group. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of 7.3, 8.3(b), 9.2, and 10.3 141, [71. There is a connected 
f.g. free simplicial N’Z-group N. such that HAut(N.) = Aut(X). But SimpAut(N.) has finite 
index in SimpAut(N,.), which is an arithmetic subgroup of SimpAut(N.). Hence SimpAut(N.) is 
finitely generated by [10.3]. HAut(N.) is therefore a quotient of a finitely generated group, and 
hence is finitely generated. 
We now prepare to show that Aut(X) is an arithmetic subgroup of Aut(X,). The first lemma is 
direct analogue of a theorem of Hilton-Mislin_Roitberg[13], and we omit the proof. 
LEMMA 9.7. Let M. and N. be f.g. connected free simplicial N’Z-groups. Then 4: [M., N.] + 
[M., NO.] is a proper map. That is, the inverse image of any element is finite. 
THEOREM 9.8. Let N. be a f.g. connected minimal free simplicial N’Z-group. Define HID to be 
the subgroup of SimpAut(N.) consisting of elements homotopic to the identity, and define HIDQ 
to be the subgroup of SimpAut(N.) of elements which induce the identity in HAut(N,.). Then 
(a) HIDQ is an arithmetic subgroup of X(Q) = dId,~‘(ld) of diagram (**), 
(b) HID has finite index in HIDQ, 
(c) HAut(N.) = SimpAut(N.)/HID -0 SimpAut(NL.)/HIDQ -,, (SimpAut(N,.)lX(Q))z 
-0 (HAut(N,.))z. Here -O denotes the commensurability relation and ( )z denotes an arithmetic 
subgroup. 
Proof. HIDQ = Stab(N., Stab(N,., did,-‘(Id))) and hence by the proof of 8.3(b) has finite 
index in Stab(N=., d,d,-‘(Id)). Thus HIDQ is arithmetic. By 9.7, HIDQ/HID is a finite set. Thus 
the first three steps of (c) follow from (a) and (b). By Borel[38, 1.21, if F: (4’ + Y” is a surjection 
defined over Q, then F(Y$) is an arithmetic subgroup of Y “. In our case Y’ = Y, Y’ = Y /&” 
defined as in 9.3, Y d = SimpAut(N,.) and F(YS) = SimpAut(N,.)/Stab(N,., 
did,-‘(Id)) -O SimpAut(Nr.)/HIDQ. 
THEOREM 9.9. (Theorem B): Let X be a simply connected finite CW-space. Then 
(a) Aut(X) is commensurable with an arithmetic subgroup of Aut(X,), 
(b) Aut(X) is finitely presented, and 
(c) Aut(X) has only a finite number of finite subgroups up to conjugation. 
In particular, there is an integer N(X) such that no element of Aut(X) with finite order has 
order larger than N(X). 
Proof. We can assume that H,(X, Z) is torsion free, since X is rationally equivalent to a 
space X’ for which this is true, and this varies Aut(X) only within a commensurability class, by 
2.3. By 96 and 97, Aut(X) can be calculated as HAut(N.) for some connected minimal free 
simplicial N’Z-group N.. Theorem 9.8 and Theorem 10.3 applied to this N. imply the result. 
We close with a corollary of 9.4: (this was first observed by Sullivan). 
COROLLARY 9.10. Let X be a simply connected finite CW-space. The subgroup of Aut(X) 
which induces the identity on H,(X, Z) or H,(X, Q) is a finite extension of a nilpotent group. If 
H,(X, Z) is torsion-free, this subgroup is nilpotent. The subgroup of Aut(X,) which induces the 
identity on H,(X,,Q) is nilpotent. 
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Proof. Let N. be the minimal free simplicial N’Z-group (for c large enough) which is the 
model for X. Then H,(X, Z) = P++~(&,.), and 9.4 applies. 
010. LINEAR ALGEBRAIC GROUPS, ARITHMETIC GROUPS, AND GALOIS COHOMOLOGY 
This section records the results from the theory of algebraic groups that are needed for the 
principal applications, Theorems B and C. The aim is to present precisely the ideas and theorems 
used, but this section is not a complete exposition. The reader should refer to Serre[30], 
Borel-Serre[81, and Borel-Harish_Chandra[7] for more complete information. 
Definition 10.1. [7]: Let V be a n-dimensional vector space over Q. A subgroup 9 of GL( V) 
is a linear algebraic group over Q if 9 is precisely the annihilator of some set of polynomials with 
rational coefficients in the usual (n’+ 1) coordinates of GL(V), (xll,. . . , x,,, det-‘). If L is an 
integral attive of V, define d to be the subgroup of [g] with g(L) = L. c4I. is an arithmetic 
subgroup of 9. 
LEMMA 10.2. [7]: If L and L’ are lattices of V, then (4, and dS are commensurable groups. 
Hence h is often denoted simply as 9=. 
THEOREM 10.3. [4], [7]: If 9 is a linear algebraic group over Q, then 9= is finitely presented, and 
Bz has only a finite number of finite subgroups, up to conjugation. 
Definition 10.4. Let 9 C GL( V) be a linear algebraic group over Q and L be a lattice of V. 
Define 96, as the 6, -valued points of 9, the solutions of the defining equations in (QP )“+I. Define 
92, = (g E 96, :g(L 02,) = L 02,) and Be = I&,92,. Finally, let 9,, C I&,90,, be the sub- 
group of the product such that all but a finite number of coordinates of any point are actually in 
9z,, that is, 9,, is the restricted product with respect o the family of groups 92,. If we denote 9 
as gQ, there are inclusions gQ+ YAf t 92. 
THEOREM 10.5. [4], [5]: The set of distinct double cosets 9,\9,,/92 is finite. 
Arguments imilar to 3.8 show that this double coset space classifies isomorphism classes of 
algebraic structures which agree p-adically and rationally, but not necessarily integrally. For 
certain groups, such as GL(n,Q), the double coset space has only one element. 
To classify algebraic structures that are distinct rationally, but which coincide over the field of 
p -adic numbers, for all p, one introduces Galois cohomology. Let V be vector space over a field k 
of characteristic 0, and K a normal extension of k. Let G(K/k) = (k-linear field automorphisms 
of K). If V has, for example, the additional structure of a Lie algebra 2 over k, then V @ K is a 
Lie algebra over K. Denote by 9k the automorphism group of _P and by 9K the automorphism 
group of _Y @K. Then G(K/k) acts on 9K as “B = sBs_‘, where s acts on 8&K on the last 
factor, and hence this action depends on the particular presentation, _Y Ok K. With this action, 
9K is a group in the category of G(KIk) sets. The subgroup invariant under this action is 
precisely gk. If K/k is not a finite extension, G(KIk) has an inverse limit topology, and the 
actions discussed here are continuous. 
Definition 10.6. [30]: A continuous function cp: G(K/k)+ (4K is a cocycle if q(st) = 
q(s)“cp(t). The set of all cocycles is Z’(Klk, (4x). Two cocycles are cohomologous if there exists 
B E 9K with p(s) = B-‘$(s)“B. The quotient set of Z’ under this cohomology relation is 
H’(KIk, 9x). 
LEMMA 10.7. Define K-genus (2) to be the k-isomorphism classes of k-Lie algebras 2?’ such 
that 2’ @K = 2 at K as K-Lie algebras. Then there is a one-to -one correspondence between 
K-genus (2’) and H’(K/k, (4K). 
Proof. Let f: 2” @K +2’ &K be a K-Lie algebra isomorphism. Then cpr(s) = 
f . 8, . f-1. s-l is a cocycle. Here s1 denotes the action of G(KIk) on Y&K. Changing f by a 
map defined over k varies cpr by a coboundary, so there is a map K-genus (2) into H’(K/k, gK). 
It is not difficult to see that it is manic, so it remains only to show that it is onto. 
If rp is a cocycle, define a new G(KIk) action on 8 C&K by sl(v) = P(S). s(v). The cocycle 
condition implies that this is a group action. Define J?’ to be the fixed point set of this new action. 
Then J” is in K-genus (9). 
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The above format can be adapted to the classification of many types of algebraic structures, 
see Borel-Serre[8], or Serre[30], but the Lie algebra case is used for the proof of 1.2 and 
Theorem C. In the next theorem, let k = Q and K = & and define Genus (9) = f&,(&-genus 
(9)). 
THEOREM 10.8. [8]: Genus (2) is afinite setforanyfinite dimensionalLie algebrd?over Q. 
Proof. The set of isomorphisms, Iso@“, 9) is an affine scheme of finite type over Q with 
possibly no Q-valued points. By assumption, since 9’ @& = 9 a&,, there is a &-valued 
point. Hence, by the Hilbert Nullstellen-Satz, there is a Q-valued point, where a denotes the 
algebraic losure of Q. That is, 9’ @a = Y @G, and hence, Genus (9) can be regarde: as a 
subset of H’(@Q, Aut(9)). The composite map Genus (9) + H’(@Q, Aut(JZ’))+ IIH’(Q, /&,, 
Aut(Z’)) has image just the distinguished element IL.9’ @ &, by the definition of the set Genus 
(9). But 7.1[8] implies that the inverse image of any point in the product of cohomology sets 
above is finite. Thus Genus (2) is a finite set. 
More generally, the genus set of any finite dimensional lgebra over Q is a finite set. For the 
second half of the proof of Theorem C, this fact is used for the case of a simplicial Lie algebra. 
Because of finite dimensionality assumptions on the simplicial Lie algebras, the group of 
simplicial automorphisms has a natural structure as linear algebraic group over Q, and the earlier 
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